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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

MOLSTAD, PHILLIP, J., “TripLogic: A Demand-Response Dispatching 

System”, Master of Software Engineering, December 2007, Advisors: Dr. Kasi 

Periyasamy and Dr. Tom Gendreau. 

 

It is common in practice that many companies build complex and highly delicate 

business processes around their legacy (existing software) systems making it 

extremely difficult and costly to switch software systems or to change their 

business processes. Software re-engineering is an approach that takes legacy 

software that has become expensive to maintain or whose implementation is 

obsolete, and reconstructs it with current software technologies. The software re-

engineering approach is important for recovering and reusing existing software 

assets, putting high software maintenance costs under control, and establishing a 

base for future software development. Top Hat, Inc. started developing its 

demand-response transportation software in 1994. Today, it is a vital part of their 

business. Unfortunately, it has become increasingly expensive to enhance its 

features and compete against their competitors. The design structure, code 

organization, and development platform of the legacy system make it difficult to 

debug, modify, and distribute to the end-user community. This report discusses 

the techniques and methodologies used to re-engineer Top Hat’s demand-

response transportation software. It also describes the benefits, challenges, and 

issues encountered while introducing good software development techniques, 

maintaining required functionality, and applying new technologies to the Top 

Hat’s demand-response transportation software. 
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GLOSSARY 
 

 

 

API 

An application program interface is the specific method prescribed by a computer 

operating system or by an application program by which a programmer writing an 

application program can make requests of the operating system or another 

application. 

 

ActiveX 

A Microsoft technology used for developing reusable object-oriented software 

components and sharing information among different applications. 

 

Cross-Functional Flowchart 

A cross-functional flowchart is a business process-mapping tool used to articulate 

the steps and stakeholders of a given process. 

 

DBMS 

A database management system (DBMS) is computer software designed for the 

purpose of managing databases. Typical examples of DBMSs include Oracle, 

DB2, Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL, MySQL and 

FileMaker. 

 

Demand-Response 

The act of logging a request for service while the patron is on the phone and 

dispatching a vehicle within minutes of the request for service. 



x 

 

GPS 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is the only fully functional Global 

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). Utilizing a constellation of at least 24 

medium Earth orbit satellites that transmit precise microwave signals, the system 

enables a GPS receiver to determine its location, speed, direction, and time. 

 

IEEE 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers is an international non-profit, 

professional organization for the advancement of technology related to electricity. 

It is a leading developer of industrial standards (having developed over 900 active 

industry standards) in a broad range of disciplines, including electric power and 

energy, biomedical technology and healthcare, information technology, 

information assurance, telecommunications, consumer electronics, transportation, 

aerospace, and nanotechnology. 

 

Legacy System 

A legacy system is a hardware and software system that uses technologies that are 

'old' in comparison with today's technology. It is an older system that is a 

candidate for phase-out, upgrade, or replacement, generally because it is 

expensive to maintain, does not comply with data standards or other standards, 

but remains in operation because of some mission-critical application. 

 

RDBMS 

A relational database management system (RDBMS) is a database management 

system (DBMS) that is based on the relational model as introduced by E. F. Codd 

(1970). 

 

SQL 



xi 

The Structured Query Language is a computer language designed for the retrieval 

and management of data in relational database management systems, database 

schema creation and modification, and database object access control 

management. 

 

Top Hat, Inc. 

A company that provides taxi and para-transit services in South Dakota, Missouri 

and Wisconsin counties and is the project sponsor.  
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1. Background Information 
 

 

 

Top Hat Inc. has developed a paratransit servicing and demand-response 

dispatching software system that assists its coordinators with trip reservation, 

scheduling, billing, payroll and vehicle maintenance activities. The software is 

used to support all of Top Hat’s contracts and businesses which include La Crosse 

County Human Services Children's and Rural contracts, Trempealeau County 

Unified Board, Green County Human Services contract, Chippewa Falls Shared 

Ride Taxi, River Falls Shared Ride Taxi, Joplin Missouri Public Transit, Access 

Medical Transit, Sioux Falls Transit, Access Mobility Products, CTS Taxi, and 

Hoods Up Service Center [2]. Each of these contracts and businesses is different 

in many ways but the software treats them as the same. The software is a legacy 

system, written in 1994, and is still being used to facilitate and manage the data 

for each of the contracts and businesses. 

Top Hat Inc. wanted to re-engineer the whole system it has built over the 

course of thirteen years but such a re-engineering process would cause too much 

time and money. Instead, Top Hat Inc. decided to concentrate on its regular taxi 

service and re-engineer the demand-response dispatching system and to enhance 

its functionality. It is important to note that a re-engineering process is generally 

not done to enhance the functionality of an existing system, but to be used in 

preparation for enhancement. The re-engineered target system can then be built to 

easily facilitate enhancements [8]. 

Demand-response dispatching refers to logging and dispatching a taxi within 

minutes of the request for service. The model for Top Hat’s implementation of a 
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demand-response dispatching system was its CTS Taxi business that was opened 

in 1982 [2]. By taking a detailed look into the daily activities of the CTS Taxi 

business, it not only becomes evident that many of Top Hat’s business processes 

were built around their legacy system, but that it is vital to maintain its existing 

functionality. 

At the start of each dispatcher’s shift, the dispatcher logs herself and each 

driver’s start and end times. The driver’s assigned vehicle, mileage, gas and oil 

usage are also recorded. To produce payroll for the dispatchers and drivers, the 

payroll clerk uses the start and end times recorded in the log. The preventative 

maintenance component of the software uses the vehicle information from the log 

to notify the service writer when vehicle maintenance is required. 

Each driver that is beginning a shift will be given a schedule or driver’s log that 

either contains a list of trips already scheduled through the software based on 

client reservations, or is used to document all trips completed by the driver during 

his or her shift. The information from the driver’s log is later used to correct 

discrepancies between the information entered into the system by the dispatcher 

and the actual trip logged in by the driver.  

When a dispatcher receives a call from a client, she begins a new call log. For 

purposes of gathering metrics, the call log is automatically time-stamped when the 

dispatcher enters the pickup and drop-off locations for the requested trip. While 

the client is on the phone, the dispatcher enters additional information such as the 

type of fare (cash or charge account), required equipment, and routing 

information. Next, a driver is assigned to the trip and the system time-stamps this 

event. Finally, the dispatcher will mark the trip with a status of ‘done’, ‘no show’, 

or ‘cancelled’ indicating that the trip has been completed. All completed trips are 

moved to the trip verification module.  

In the verification stage, a verifier manually compares the dispatch records 

against the driver’s logs for all trips. If discrepancies are found, they are reviewed 

and corrected and then the trip is marked verified. Once the trips have been 
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verified, they can be sent to either history (archived) or to billing. After the trips 

are moved to billing, invoices can be generated. Invoices can be printed anytime 

during the month and are separated by the system according to client’s source of 

payment (where the invoice will be sent). As payments are received, accountants 

can use the system to apply the payment to any number of the client’s unpaid 

trips. All client account balances are aged by the system providing accountants 

with a clear picture of not only payments made to the client’s account but also of 

any overdue balances. 

A variety of metrics can be printed from the software system. Some of these 

include vehicle mileage, average fare, fuel usage, cancellations, no-shows, time 

between taking a call and dispatching a driver, and riders per hour. The 

information extracted from metrics can be sorted using any of the attributes such 

as client code, client name, and location. 

As described above, the demand-response dispatching system is an integral part 

of Top Hat’s business processes. Since it is vital to maintain the same level of 

functionality as in the old system and it is critical to the business to expand its 

feature set, software re-engineering techniques were used to capture and reuse the 

legacy system’s assets, reduce the high maintenance costs, and provide a new 

base for future development. 



2. Getting Started 
 

 

 

Initially the sponsor provided a list of informal requirements and source code 

of the existing software system. To successfully re-engineer this legacy software 

system, the developer had to first determine what database platform and 

development tools would be best suited for the project. After learning what 

features were implemented in the current software system and reviewing the 

informal requirements, it was determined that the software be re-engineered to 

take advantage of features provided by Microsoft SQL Server and the C# (C-

Sharp) programming language. An equally important component to a successful 

software project is the choice of a software process model, better known as the 

software life-cycle.  

Combining the information learned in the C-S 446/546 - Object-Oriented 

Software Development course and personal research done on the software re-

engineering process, it became evident that the stages outlined in the software 

development process tightly mapped to the various levels of abstraction used in 

the re-engineering process. Further studies led the developer to one of the original 

models of the software development process called the waterfall model (Royce, 

1970). Today, it remains widely used and was the developer’s choice for this 

project due to its similarity to the refinement principle in the re-engineering 

process. Figure 2.1 describes a general model for software re-engineering, and 

also shows the similarities between the forward engineering (refinement) phase of 

re-engineering and the core stages in the waterfall model: requirements analysis 
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and definition, system and software design, implementation and unit testing, and 

system testing. 

 
Figure 2.1. General model for software re-engineering 

 

The model in Figure 2.1 applies three phases of re-engineering: abstraction, 

alteration, and refinement [8]. During the abstraction process, existing 

information, especially from the source code or detailed design, is elevated to an 

abstract level, extracting the most important aspects of the application leaving 

behind low level details such as algorithms and data types. The outcome of the 

abstraction process is the requirements specifications for the new system. The 

alteration process changes the system representation without changing the 

functionality of the existing system. By applying new software techniques and 

technologies to better represent the existing functionality of the system, one could 

alter the system representation without losing functionality. Refinement is the 

opposite of abstraction. Here, the abstract information is replaced with more 

detailed information resembling software development of new code. 

2.1 Existing Software Design 
Through reading existing documentation and gathering various facts about the 

existing software from the project sponsor, it was possible to learn the software’s 
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history and the overall system architecture and software design. The original 

software was written in the Visual FoxPro programming language with data 

stored in FoxPro free tables - tables not in a database container (DBC). Although 

the specific dates are not known, the software has gone through a couple of 

transformations. Originally, the whole system was written as separate 

applications, and each application was used to manage specific areas of the 

business. Later, the modules were brought together into an integrated system. 

However, as the company expanded and provided additional services, the 

integrated design was not flexible enough to support the changing demands of the 

business. 

Today, the TripSoft system is comprised of four applications that are used to 

manage data needed for the taxi and paratransit businesses owned and operated by 

Top Hat, Inc. Each of Top Hat’s businesses is represented as an operation within 

the system. Each operation is assigned a three-character operation code as listed 

in Table 1. The operation code is utilized in the client number and data file names.  

 
Table 1. Operation codes 

 

All data files for a particular business are referred to as a system. Each data file 

name begins with the operation code and ends with a file type suffix. Table 2 

illustrates the core data files and file types used for the CTS Taxi system. 
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Table 2. File types 

 

In addition to the data files used by the various operations, there are a number 

of shared data files, which are common to all operations. Many of these files serve 

as lookup values (data in dropdown lists) during data entry. The remaining data 

files contain detailed information such as accident history, driver’s hours, driver 

certifications, and information used for tracking and reporting a variety of 

metrics. 

The free table design of the TripSoft software has been challenging for users of 

the system and presents many disadvantages. Items such as validation rules, 

formatting rules, input masks, default values, and triggers have been implemented 

in code. If any of these items needs to be changed, the application code must be 

updated. This significantly raises the cost of maintaining the system. Other 

disadvantages include lack of support for transaction processing, referential 

integrity having to be implemented in code, and limitation of field names to ten 

characters in length. In contrast, the benefits of using such a design are that free 

tables are inherently simple, compatible with other development tools and 

applications, and easy to deploy. 

2.2 Roles and Responsibilities 
It is important to understand how different organizational or functional units, 

such as departments, interact with each other and with the software system. This 

understanding can play a major role in identifying not only the design aspects of 

the software, but also will make a developer familiar with the business processes 

surrounding the software system. In this context, a cross-functional flowchart is 
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particularly useful in showing the relationships between a business process and 

the organizational or functional unit who is responsible for that process. 

A cross-functional flowchart is divided into different lanes describing the 

control of different organizational or functional units. Shapes within a given lane 

represent steps in the business process for which the organizational or functional 

unit is responsible. The cross-functional flowchart in Figure 2.2 shows the 

responsibilities of each functional unit involved in the on-demand dispatching 

process. 

 
Figure 2.2. Cross-functional flowchart of On-Demand Dispatching System 

 

This kind of flowchart is also useful in other ways. For instance, when a 

question arises, this flowchart can help locate who or which functional unit is 

responsible for a particular process or module in concern. It can also help identify 

issues within the current process so they can be addressed before requirements of 

the target system are finalized.  
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2.3 Reverse Engineering 
The initial challenge to any software re-engineering project is to capture 

implicit requirements through source code review of the existing system. Since 

the existing legacy system is menu driven, the developer first compiled a list of 

menu items from the various modules. Table 3 depicts the menu listing for the 

Taxi Manager module. The information collected from menu items provides a 

good reference to the core interface components and their interrelationships as 

accessed by users of the system.  

 
Figure 2.3. Menu listing for Taxi Manager 

 

Next, the developer looked behind the scenes to recapture the essential design, 

structure and content of each interface component. It is important to capture not 

only the technical relationships and interactions, but also the information and 

business rules that have been used to run the business. Since the TripSoft system 

was designed to use free tables, business rules were also implemented in the code. 

This made it difficult to distinguish between functional requirements that govern 

the system’s behavior, and business rules that enforce policies of the organization. 

The important distinction to remember about business rules is that they are more 
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susceptible to change than that of functional requirements. Identifying the 

business rules and planning to move them outside of the application code will 

help reduce maintenance costs of the new target system. 

As part of the abstraction process, the developer referred to the command 

column of the menu listing and began to extract the detailed information. In this 

way, it was decided to convert the menu listings into software requirements not 

already defined by the sponsor. Included in this menu listing were various reports 

accessed by users of the system. Reports are another great resource for extracting 

system requirements. 

With reports, organizations display information in a logical and concise form 

used to communicate information to clients and throughout the business. This 

makes reports a powerful resource for gathering system requirements. Reports 

often contain the most important attributes and metrics the business needs to 

capture. For this project, the attributes used in reports helped identify the key 

requirements for data storage. After all, having a good database design is not 

helpful if you do not store the correct information. 
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3. Data Storage 
 

 

 

The TripLogic project required more than re-engineering the software system. 

It also required a new database design. The developer had several goals for the 

new design. However, the primary concerns were to reduce data redundancy, 

increase data integrity, provide concurrency control, and to make data retrieval 

convenient and efficient. One of the main reasons for choosing a database 

management system (DBMS) as the data store is that it provides the platform that 

addresses all the concerns raised previously. It provides central control of both 

data and the programs accessing that data. 

By using a DBMS, the developer was able to separate the data access layer 

from the presentation and business layers of the new target system’s architecture. 

As an example, business rules were implemented as objects in the database rather 

than code in the application. With the flexibility, scalability, and reliability of a 

DBMS, the new TripLogic software system will be able to accommodate change 

in business needs and processes at a fraction of the cost currently incurred with 

the existing system. 

3.1 Database Architecture 
During the abstraction phase of the re-engineering process, the developer came 

across several blocks of application code used for writing to and retrieving data 

from the FoxPro free tables. It became apparent quite early in the process that 

there were many opportunities to compress similar free tables into a single 

database table in order to reduce redundancy. 
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As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, many of the free tables contain lookup 

values. Each of the tables contains two attributes named Code and Description. In 

addition to the free tables, there are several places in the application code where 

lookup values are hard-coded. Figure 3.1 shows how the existing system stores 

the client needs and classification lookup values in separate free tables.  

  
Figure 3.1. Listings of client needs and classifications 

 

The challenge with hard-coded values is that they are often implemented 

differently as shown in Figure 3.2. In this example, there are two arrays called 

‘meters’ and ‘vstatus’ respectively. The ‘meters’ array is populated with code 

values that have no descriptions while the ‘vstatus’ array is populated with 

descriptions that have no code values. Generating selection lists in this manner 

introduces inconsistencies in the user interface and should be avoided. 

 
Figure 3.2. Hard-coded values in application code 
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Since these lookup values all had similar attributes, the developer compressed 

them into a single database table and added additional attributes to make data 

retrieval more efficient and flexible. As presented in Figure 3.3, the developer 

structured the database table with five attributes. The ‘item_id’ attribute is an 

identity column used as the primary key of the table. The ‘item_short_descr’ and 

‘item_long_descr’ are the columns that represent the code and description 

attributes of the existing free tables. An attribute called ‘is_active’ was added to 

allow users to check and to deactivate codes that may have been used in the past 

but are no longer needed. If the developer were to allow users to delete codes that 

are referenced in other tables, data integrity issues would arise. Finally, the 

developer added a ‘code_id’ field that represents the type of item being defined.  

 
Figure 3.3. Codelist database table structure 

 

The attribute ‘code_id’ is an integer value that is not very meaningful by itself. 

To give ‘code_id’ some meaning, a table called ‘codetype’ was created to store 

the descriptions of each ‘code_id’. The complete structure of the codetype 

database table is presented in Figure 3.4. By creating these two database tables, it 

was possible to combine the contents of four existing free tables and avoid hard-

coding values in the application code. The final step was to provide a convenient 

and efficient way to retrieve data from these two tables.  
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Figure 3.4. Codetype database table structure 

 

Using a database view, the ‘codetype’ and ‘codelist’ tables were joined by their 

common attribute ‘code_id’. From this, a complete listing of active and inactive 

codes in the new system was obtained. A subset of data from the ‘codelist_vw’ 

view is shown in Figure 3.5.  

 
Figure 3.5. Listing from the codelist_vw database view 
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When data is in the form of a view, it can be filtered, sorted, and grouped as 

required by an application. Views simplify interactions with the database system 

by hiding the low-level data structures and table relations from users. 

Another way to provide a consistent and efficient interface between 

applications and the data is through the use of stored procedures. A stored 

procedure is similar to a procedure in other programming languages, but it is 

compiled in the database and stored as a collection of SQL statements. It can have 

both input and output parameters, contain programming statements that perform 

operations in the database including calling other procedures, and return a status 

value to indicate success or failure. 

The design approach was to use stored procedures as the primary interface 

between the TripLogic software and the database, and use views to simplify the 

stored procedure code and provide data to reports. With this approach, the 

developer not only created a consistent interface between the application and 

database but also was able to move the business rules that were extracted during 

the re-engineering process into the appropriate stored procedures. This is a good 

place to implement business rules since they can be applied before or after data in 

the database has been manipulated by the application, and can be changed at any 

time without affecting the application. 

3.2 Referential Integrity 
One of the primary issues with the free table structure used in the existing 

software is that referential integrity was implemented in code. With a RDBMS, 

relationship constraints among the tables are established to enforce those 

relations. This type of constraint is called a referential integrity constraint, often 

referred to as a foreign key constraint. For example, there exists a foreign key 

constraint between the ‘codetype’ and ‘codelist’ database tables discussed earlier. 

In the TripLogic SQL Server database, this foreign key relationship is represented 

diagrammatically as illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6. Diagrammatic representation of a foreign key constraint 

 

This constraint guarantees that a matching ‘code_id’ value exists in the 

‘codetype’ table for every ‘code_id’ value in the ‘codelist’ table. In addition to 

controlling the data that can be stored in the ‘codelist’ table, the constraint also 

controls changes to data in the ‘codetype’ table. If a user deletes a code type from 

the ‘codetype’ table, and the code type’s ID is used for items in the ‘codelist’ 

table, the relational integrity between the two tables is broken; the deleted code 

type’s items are orphaned in the ‘codelist’ table without a link to the data in the 

‘codetype’ table. A foreign key constraint prevents this situation. The constraint 

enforces referential integrity by ensuring that changes cannot be made to data in 

the ‘codetype’ table if those changes invalidate the link to data in the ‘codelist’ 

table. 
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4. The TripLogic Application 
 

 

 

This chapter explains the core requirements of the TripLogic application as 

defined by the sponsor and extracted from the existing software’s source code. It 

also presents an overview of the challenges encountered during the design, 

development and implementation phases of the waterfall software life-cycle, and 

the application architecture in further detail 

4.1 Requirements Specifications 
After compiling a list of functional and non-functional requirements from both 

the sponsor and those captured in the abstraction process, the developer 

performed a requirements analysis. This analysis was done to thoroughly 

understand the project without worrying about the implementation details and to 

establish the services the system should provide, along with the constraints under 

which it must operate. Performing an in-depth analysis of the requirements helps 

reduce software defects from being carried into later phases of the software life-

cycle, and significantly reduces the overall project development costs. 

Statistically, finding and fixing software defects after deployment is often 100 

times more expensive than detecting and fixing them during the requirements and 

design phase [4]. 

One aspect of the requirements analysis process involves performing a 

feasibility study. This ensures that the identified user needs can be satisfied by 

using current software technologies, that the proposed system is cost-effective 

from a business perspective, and that the project can adhere to budgetary 

constraints [4]. 
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Once the analysis was complete, the developer created a specification 

document conforming to the IEEE Standards on Requirements Specification [3]. 

This document served as the requirements for this project and was analyzed and 

updated to correct any inconsistencies and ambiguities found as the project 

progressed. 

4.2 Project Challenges 
The most challenging aspect to any software engineering project is satisfying 

all of the customer’s needs; yet, today’s rapid advancement in development tools 

and technologies often compounds this challenge.  

As an example, the existing software referenced several reports that had to be 

recreated using a new reporting tool. Early in the design phase, the choice to use 

Crystal Reports as the reporting tool seemed logical because it was integrated into 

the development software planned for developing the TripLogic product. Later, 

during the design phase, the developer learned that Microsoft announced a new 

reporting product called SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) bundled with 

SQL Server. The developer was now challenged with the decision to stay with the 

original design and use Crystal Reports .NET included with the development 

software or use SSRS included with SQL Server.  

After careful consideration that Microsoft would no longer include Crystal 

Reports with its software development tools, and analyzing the capabilities of 

SSRS, the developer determined SSRS would be sufficient for the reporting needs 

of this project. However, making the decision to use SSRS as the reporting tool 

introduced risks into the project plan. The developer had to learn a new reporting 

tool risking the project’s schedule, and limitations in the new reporting tool could 

have a negative effect on the flexibility of the TripLogic software. This 

demonstrates how changes in development tools and technologies can affect a 

software project even when it is well into the design phase of the software life-

cycle. 
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One major requirement for the TripLogic software was to add a Global 

Positioning System and Automated Vehicle Location (GPS/AVL) feature into the 

software. By adding this feature, the sponsor plans to enable the dispatcher to 

capture the current geographical location, speed, and heading of each dispatched 

driver. During the feasibility study, the developer realized the challenges of 

adding such a feature to the application. 

Today, when someone mentions GPS, one can immediately visualize a device 

that displays a road map containing his/her current geographical location. It is 

easy to overlook the fact that a GPS receiver’s data is first parsed and interpreted 

before it is plotted on a map. The developer had to first study the National Marine 

Electronics Association (NMEA) 0183 standard for interfacing marine electronics 

devices (used by most GPS receivers) before designing an algorithm to read and 

interpret GPS data. 

 After reading several articles on NMEA 0183, it was evident that an algorithm 

could be developed, but would require thorough testing. Since the sponsor did not 

have GPS hardware to test the algorithm thoroughly, the developer was forced to 

look for alternative solutions. One logical alternative was to integrate existing 

GPS capable software with the TripLogic product. Due to time and budgetary 

constraints, the product search was limited to mapping software. The key 

components required were GPS/AVL capabilities and a rich Application 

Programming Interface (API) providing for a seamless integration. The selected 

product was Microsoft MapPoint 2004. After the product was selected, Microsoft 

announced the release of its MapPoint web service but the developer chose not to 

implement this technology to avoid adding further risk to the project plan. The 

TripLogic design would allow for this enhancement to be implemented later. 

4.3 Application Architecture 
The TripLogic software is written in C# using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 

Express Edition. It has been integrated with Microsoft MapPoint 2004 to provide 

GPS/AVL capabilities, to display routing information, and to estimate trip time 
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and costs. The database is run on the next generation Microsoft SQL Server 

Desktop Engine (MSDE) called SQL Server 2005 Express Edition.  

The TripLogic application communicates with Microsoft MapPoint 2004 

through an ActiveX control. With the ActiveX control, the developer has access 

to the Microsoft base-level North America map and can customize the routing and 

data mapping functions. Using the MapPoint application installed on the 

dispatcher’s machine, a GPS receiver can be configured, provided its input/output 

format is set to support the NMEA 0183 version 2.0 or later format. Once a GPS 

receiver is configured, MapPoint checks for the driver’s location every second 

and displays it on the map. In later versions of MapPoint, the developer has direct 

access to a GPS task pane allowing a dispatcher to set GPS options and calculate 

routes from the driver’s current position, directly from the host application. 

Using the Report Designer installed with SQL Server 2005 Express, the 

developer was able to create report models (used for ad-hoc reporting) and report 

definition files. These report models and definition files can be deployed to a 

report server (remote mode) or copied to a computer where SQL Server Reporting 

Services has not been installed (local mode). To render the reports, the TripLogic 

application uses a WinForms ReportViewer control. The developer is provided 

with a full-featured API to control report functionality at run time.  

The TripLogic architecture requires two databases. The first database is 

installed with SQL Server Reporting Services and stores all of the data required 

by Reporting Services. The TripLogic software uses the second database to store 

application and business data. Both databases can be installed in the same 

instance of SQL Server; however, a separate report server is recommended for 

improved performance and scalability. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the current 

architecture has both databases installed on the same instance of SQL Server.  
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Figure 4.1. TripLogic Architecture 

 

It is important to mention the limitations of SQL Server 2005 Express. As 

shown in Table 3, the primary limitations pertain to memory, number of 
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supported processors, and database size. However, given the sponsor’s budgetary 

constraints, small number of users, and existing hardware, this platform provides 

the best overall features and meets all of the sponsor’s current needs.  

 
Table 3. SQL Server 2005 Express Features 

 

Since SQL Server 2005 Express can be installed and redistributed without 

licensing fees, it provides the sponsor with very low startup costs and the ability 

to upsize in the future. 
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5. User Interface Design 
 

 

 

The TripLogic graphical user interface enables the users to work with multiple 

forms at the same time through its multiple document interface (MDI) design. 

When the application is opened, the user is presented with the application’s main 

window consisting of a Menu Bar, Navigation Menu, and Workspace. To interact 

with the application, a user can select menu options from the Menu Bar or 

Navigation Menu. If the selected menu option is attached to one of the data entry 

screens, the screen is opened in the main window’s Workspace and becomes the 

active screen.  

 
Figure 5.1. Main Application Window
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A user can open as many data entry windows as necessary; however, the 

application only allows a single instance of each data entry screen to be opened. 

This prevents a user from starting work in two or more instances of the same 

screen, a source of frustration for users working in MDI applications. 

The Navigation Menu has been grouped into categories representing the four 

applications that make up the current system. This helps users learn the new 

application more easily because they can expect similar features to exist under 

categories with the same names as their legacy applications. To allow for 

additional workspace, the user can hide the Navigation Menu and use the 

Maintenance menu on the Menu Bar to navigate to the various data entry screens. 

Each data entry screen is composed of three parts, a Toolbar, Selection Grid, 

and Data Panel. The Toolbar contains buttons for navigating through current 

entries, adding new entries, saving changes, canceling changes, deleting entries, 

filtering the Selection Grid entries, showing or hiding the Selection Grid, and 

exporting data to Excel. When a data entry screen is opened in the Workspace, the 

Selection Grid is populated with all of the existing entries. For example, when the 

Client Profile screen is opened, the information for all clients in the system is 

loaded into the Selection Grid. The Selection Grid can then be used to filter 

(search) the existing entries and navigate between entries. When an entry in the 

Selection Grid is activated, it becomes editable in the Data Panel. When a user 

simply drags a column in the Selection Grid to move it to a new position, the 

column positions will be saved automatically when the screen is closed. By hiding 

both the Navigation Menu and Selection Grid, the user is given the maximum 

amount of workspace. When a data entry screen is closed, the state of its Selection 

Grid is automatically saved. Similarly, when the application is closed, the 

Navigation Menu’s state is saved. Therefore, the next time the application is 

opened or a data entry screen is opened, it will look exactly as it did when it was 

last closed. The Data Panel is where the user enters new data or updates existing 
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information. Common attributes displayed in the Data Panel are grouped together 

and labeled to assist the user with identifying the contents of the data entry fields. 

For example, the client name, phone, and e-mail attributes are grouped together 

and labeled ‘Identification’ to inform the user that these attributes identify a 

specific client. 

 
Figure 5.2. Data Entry Screen for Client Profiles 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the Client Profiles data entry screen opened in the main 

window’s Workspace. The client, Susan Lakenson, is selected in the Selection 

Grid and editable in the Data Panel. As shown in the grouped attributes labeled 

‘Details’, all data entry fields that allow the user to select a value from a list will 

be labeled with a special control called a LinkLabel that behaves similarly to a 

link on a web page. When pressed, it will open the corresponding data entry 

screen as a modal dialog. This provides users with the ability to directly add or 

modify entries in the selection lists while they are in the process of entering 

information in the active data entry screen. This design keeps the users from 
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having to remember which data entry screen contains the source for values in the 

selection lists and significantly reduces data entry time. 

The TripLogic graphical user interface also avoids taking up valuable screen 

space by replacing large, multi-line text fields with buttons. As illustrated in 

Figure 5.3, when the mouse is moved over a button, the first 100 characters of 

underlying text will be displayed to the user. If the user needs to see the complete 

text or make changes, she would press the button to open up a text editor that 

shows the user how many characters can be typed into the field as well as how 

many characters have already been entered. 

 
Figure 5.3. Multi-line Text Fields Replaced With Text Editor 

 

Another feature the TripLogic interface provides is the ability for a user to drag 

a trip from the Trip Profiles screen and drop it onto the Maps screen. When a trip 

is dropped onto the map, the route and driving directions are automatically 

generated from the trip information. If a driver has been assigned to the trip 
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before it is dragged to the Maps screen, the route will be added to that driver’s 

pushpin set. This allows a dispatcher to easily view the trips a particular driver 

has been assigned to during the scheduled shift. Since MapPoint only allows one 

active route per map, the dispatcher will need to drag a trip onto the Maps screen 

to recalculate the route and driving directions. However, the application will not 

add the trip to the driver’s pushpin set if it already exists. 

Based on requirements from the sponsor, the application had to provide a 

mechanism to auto-fill values whenever possible. For example, when an 

employee profile is created, the employee is associated with a company. If that 

employee is chosen from a selection list on a data entry screen, the application 

will check to see what company the employee belongs to and automatically fill in 

the company field, if applicable. Similarly, when a client is selected from a list, 

any client information the data entry screen requires will be populated by the 

system. This feature reduces typing errors and saves the user’s valuable time. 
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6. Continuing Work 
 

 

 

As stated earlier, this project was limited to re-engineering the demand-

response dispatching portion of Top Hat’s existing software product. Even after 

the sponsor agreed to reduce the scope of this project, some requirements were 

not implemented or fully tested. The list below denotes those requirements that 

were considered during the design of the current project, but have not yet been 

implemented or fully tested. 

• Ability to record driver accidents 

o Injuries 

o Driving conditions 

o Insurance information 

• Ability to record incidents 

o Incidents between employees 

o Incidents between driver and patron(s) 

o Complaints about service 

• Capture current weather conditions 

o Metrics to help enhance trip estimating based on weather 

conditions 

• Daily Reminders 

o Dispatcher communications 

o High importance trip notifications 

• GPS/AVL 

o No GPS receiver was available for testing 
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• Security 

o Application level security 

o Database level security 

 

Later phases of the software will need to address the paratransit businesses 

owned by Top Hat as well as its vehicle repair business. These businesses 

introduce significant design challenges such as handling county and government 

regulations, trip reservations, different trip types such as round trips and multi-leg 

trips, vehicle work orders, vehicle maintenance scheduling, and vehicle parts 

inventory.  

Other goals for future releases of the software are to add payroll and accounts 

payable functions to the software. An alternative to these features is to provide the 

ability to export data to existing financial software such as Intuit’s QuickBooks 

and BusinessWorks by Sage Software, Inc. 

The sponsor’s long-term goal for this product is to add mobile data terminals so 

that calls are sent directly to the taxis from the application and to allow credit card 

transactions to be securely processed. Based on the requirements of these features, 

it would be advantageous to convert TripLogic into a web-based application. This 

would not only allow for the application to subscribe to public services for credit 

card transaction processing and provide support for mobile terminals, but also 

allow integration with location-based web services such as maps, driving 

directions and proximity searches.  
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7. Conclusion 
 

 

 

In conclusion, the TripLogic software was re-engineered from existing legacy 

software which was expensive to maintain and unable to support the changing 

needs of Top Hat’s diverse businesses. The TripLogic software product has 

automated many of the data entry tasks resulting in significant time-savings for 

users. It provides a consistent interface to the application data that is enforced by 

referential integrity constraints specified in the database. TripLogic’s architecture 

provides for low development and deployment costs through its selection of 

development tools and platforms while ensuring the product remains reliable and 

scalable. 

The developer’s cost effective solution has introduced limitations into the 

software but, in contrast, has given the sponsor insight into several technologies 

that will enable her to make knowledgeable decisions regarding the future of 

TripLogic. 
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9. Appendices 
 

 

 

Appendix A. Sample TripLogic Data Entry Screen Shots 
 

 

TripLogic Master Code List Window 
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TripLogic Driver Certifications Window 
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TripLogic Regions Window 
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TripLogic Company Profiles Window 
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TripLogic Employee Profiles Window 
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TripLogic Client Profile Window 
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TripLogic Payment Sources Window 
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 TripLogic Pickup and Drop-off Locations Window 
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TripLogic Staff/Vehicle Log Window 
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TripLogic Trip Profiles Window 
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TripLogic Vehicle Profiles Window 
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Appendix B. Sample TripLogic Reports 
 

 

TripLogic Master Code Listing Report 
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TripLogic Vehicle Profile Report 
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Appendix C. Sample TripLogic Mapping Screen Shots 
 

 

TripLogic Mapping and Directions With Legend Pane Window 
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TripLogic Mapping and Directions With Driving Directions Pane Window 
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Appendix D. Sample TripLogic Data Export Screen Shot 
 

 

TripLogic Master Code List Data Export to Microsoft Excel 
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